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Abstract. A new application (known as “VRF”, or "Visual RobFit") for analysis of high-resolution
gamma-ray spectra has been developed using non-linear fitting techniques to fit full-spectrum nuclide
shapes. In contrast to conventional methods based on the results of an initial peak-search, the VRF
analysis method forms, at each of many automated iterations, a spectrum-wide shape for each nuclide and,
also at each iteration, it adjusts the activities of each nuclide, as well as user-enabled parameters of energy
calibration, attenuation by up to three intervening or self-absorbing materials, peak width as a function of
energy, full-energy peak efficiency, and coincidence summing until no better fit to the data can be
obtained. This approach, which employs a new and significantly advanced underlying fitting engine
especially adapted to nuclear spectra, allows identification of minor peaks that are masked by larger,
overlapping peaks that would not otherwise be possible. The application and method are briefly described
and two examples are presented.

1 Introduction
Applications for nuclear spectral analysis that are now in
wide use for commercial applications typically begin
with a peak search (such as the Mariscotti [1] method of
second derivatives), and then match the energies and
areas of the peaks that were found to nuclear tables to
determine the activities of nuclides evident in the
spectrum, taking into account calibrations for energy,
resolution (or "peak-width"), and detector efficiency.
This approach has difficulty resolving peaks that lie
closely together unless they are sufficiently well
separated in energy, have comparable areas, and have
sufficient counting statistics.
These limitations can be overcome with a different
approach using minimization of the chi-squared statistic,
as with the method of Marquardt [2] and detailed in
Bevington [3], of full-spectrum shapes for all the
nuclides under consideration. This requires, however,
that the second derivative matrix can be successfully
inverted, which is often not possible with standard
techniques such as described by Press et al. [4] due to the
limitations of the numerical precision, computer
memory, and processor speed. An extension of the
method of Marquardt, known as RobFit [5], has been
developed and is capable of inverting large, sparse
matrices successfully and rapidly enough to meet the
requirements of sophisticated nuclear spectral analysis.
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An early attempt at applying less-developed versions of
RobFit was described by Lasche [6], but the graphical
implementation lacked many essential capabilities for
practical analysis, the library was severely limited, and
the interface that applied nuclear spectral data to RobFit
had only limited capabilities for calibration, no gamma
emission line search capability, crude efficiency fitting
methods, inefficient continuum fitting methods, and no
means of identifying or resolving coincidence summing
peaks. All of these limitations have been overcome with
an entirely new implementation of a greatly improved
interface to RobFit called "Visual RobFit", or “VRF” for
short.

2 Description
In the recent four years the authors have created an
entirely new procedural interface to analyze nuclear
spectral data with an improved RobFit engine and a
completely new and comprehensive graphical user
interface. During analysis, full-spectrum shapes of userselected emitters are generated by referencing a library
consisting of every peak of every nuclide listed in the
ENSDF [7], all of the elemental thermal neutron capture
peaks and elemental x- rays listed in the TORI [8], and
the mass absorption data given by Berger et al. [9] for all
of the elements up to atomic number 98, as well as some
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common charged-particle reactions. Users are able to
add to or edit any of the library data. Equilibrium decay
chains can be selected to unify all of the emissions of the
nuclides in equilibrium -- this feature is useful not only
to apply more known physics for better results, but also
to expose impacted nuclides not in equilibrium. Any
combination of these emitters can be grouped as subject
to up to three differing attenuations by intervening
matter.
Each analysis step consists of a series of iterations
seeking a best fit while varying the activities of each
emitter and the user-enabled parameters of energy
calibration, resolution calibration, detector full-energy
peak efficiency, and attenuation by intervening
compounds or mixtures of material. Also, a single
parameter can be allowed to vary for the best fit to all
random (or "accidental") coincidence peaks in the
spectrum, and another single parameter for all of the
cascade (or "true") coincidence peaks in the spectrum.
When no further improvement can be made, the analysis
step terminates. The values of all activities and other
fitted parameters are then reported together with their
uncertainties (or "errors") which include the effects of
covariance with all other variables in the fit.

3 Validation
In a companion paper [10], automated analysis results
for 226Ra and 228Ra from 12 soil samples, and from a
sample of synthetic soil spiked with radium from a
certified standard, are compared to results from wellknown commercial software with excellent agreement.
In cases of low-level uranium concentrations, the
commercial software was unable to give useful results
due to peak interferences and low counting statistics, so
results of analysis from VRF were compared to
concentrations from certified standards or results from
alpha spectrometry, again with excellent agreement.
These include impacted uranium in a water sample and
certified uranium standard in water at only 0.014 Bq/g.
Further validation was conducted with samples of
standard thoriated soil, also with excellent agreement
with the known values of the NIST-traceable source.

4 Example analysis #1 – uranium metal
A good example well-suited to illustrate the capabilities
of VRF is the analysis of a spectrum from a small flat
piece of uranium. The spectrum was collected without
the benefit of a low-background chamber and the
analysis was carried out without the benefit of a local
background spectrum. The task was to determine if the
sample was natural, depleted, or enriched uranium. With
VRF the usual subtraction of a background spectrum for
in situ measurements is neither needed nor desired —
instead, the natural background radiation environment
that is mixed with the radiation from the sample gives
valuable information about the energy and resolution
calibrations and the detector efficiency, and is easily
deconvoluted from the peaks caused by radiation from
the sample of interest. Furthermore, the use of a single
spectrum (rather than subtracting a background spectrum
as is common practice) avoids the errors associated with
background subtraction and preserves Poisson statistics.
Two groups of emitters were simultaneously fitted
during the analysis. The first group, for the natural
radiation environment, consisted of 40K, the annihilation
reaction peak at 511 keV, and fully-aged equilibrium
decay chains of 232Th, 238U, and 235U; the second, for the
sample, consisted of uranium x-rays and equilibrium
decay chains of 238U and 235U aged more than 5 months
(to allow significant growth of 234Th) but less than 5500
years (before significant growth of 231Pa). The first group
was designated to be self-absorbed by a typical optical
depth of 10 cm of typical soil; the second, self-absorbed
by uranium metal an estimated 0.5 cm thick. Four
parameters of a cubic polynomial for energy calibration
were allowed to vary, and four for resolution also. The
thickness of the uranium metal was also allowed to vary
during the best-fit minimization process. The fits to all of
the peaks of each of the emitters in the region of 778-812
keV is shown in Figure 1, and in the region of 186 keV
in Figure 2. In these figures the advantage of wholespectrum nuclide fitting for resolving overlapping peaks
becomes clear.
Because the detector efficiency was not well known,
a default efficiency typical of HPGe detectors was used
and the activities were reported only as relative to each

Figure 1. The analyzed spectrum of uranium in the region of 776-811 keV showing the overall fit (black), the fit to recentlyprocessed 238U (orange), the fit to fully-aged 232Th (blue), and the fit to fully-aged 238U (green). Shapes that appear to be skewed are
sums of peaks from the same emitter. The 786.27 keV of young 238U appears shifted to higher energy than the 785.96 keV of old 238U
at because the peak at 785.96 keV is due to 214Pb, which is only evident in fully-aged 238U due to the long growth times of 234U and
230
Th. On the other hand, the peak at 786.27 keV is due to 234mPa, which is the dominant emitter in 238U that is only recently
processed.
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other. However, relative activities are sufficient to
answer the question of enrichment or depletion. The
results of relative activities and their uncertainties for the
Figure 3, the calculation of the weight-percent ratio of
235
U to (235U + 238U) is shown as 0.2567 +/- 0.0416
percent, with the conclusion that the uranium sample
was clearly depleted uranium, which is typically about
0.2% 235U by weight [11], compared to 0.72% for natural
uranium, or more for enriched uranium.

5 Example analysis #2 – pipe scale
In this example pipe scale from a new process in a
copper mine was found to be radioactive and was sent to
us for analysis. Unlike the earlier example of the piece of
uranium metal, this spectrum was taken in a lowbackground chamber and quantitative results were
requested.
This example also gives an excellent illustration of
the use by VRF of “equilibrium decay chains” in which
advantage is taken of the additional physical requirement
that all radionuclides in such a chain have fixed activities
in relation to each other. VRF considers such chains as if
they were single “emitter” whose activity is to be
evaluated as if it were a single individual radionuclide.
VRF takes advantage of covariance terms from the
matrix inversions that are needed for its non-linear fits.
The inclusion of covariance terms, if present, always

second group (the uranium sample) are shown in Figure
3, as well as the fitted thickness of 0.33 cm. Also, in
reduces the statistical uncertainty of the results. VRF
uses the ratio of results for activity to the uncertainty of
the activity, or “significance”, as a measure of
confidence that an emitter is present or not. A
significance of 5.0 is normally taken as a minimum
indication that an emitter is present.
After a quick initial fit of the spectrum it was clear
that all the radiation emitters in this spectrum are found
in the natural environment. The excessive residuals from
an initial fit with the equilibrium decay chains of fullyaged 232Th, 238U, and 235U showed that some of the
nuclides were clearly not in equilibrium, so these large
decay chains were broken into a continuous sequence of
either smaller chains with short equilibration times or
individual radionuclides. The next trial assumption was
that the longest equilibration time of the smaller chains
was 150 days. The test for validity of trial assumptions
comes after the analysis by observing if there are no
excessive residuals and if the chi-squared statistic of the
final fit is satisfactorily low.
Equilibrium decay chains in VRF are labeled with a
time to equilibrium in square brackets following the
parent nuclide symbol, typically about six half-lives. For
example, the fully-aged 238U equilibrium decay chain is
represented as U238[2e6y]. For samples such as the pipe

Figure 2. The analyzed spectrum of uranium in the region of 177-195 keV showing the overall fit (black), the fit to recentlyprocessed 235U (purple), the fit to fully-aged 235U (fuchsia), and the fit to fully-aged 238U (green). The peak at 186.2 keV is actually
due to 226Ra, a decay daughter of fully-aged 238U. The power of full-spectrum nuclide shape fitting is well-illustrated here. Simple
peak-search methods cannot resolve the 186.2 of 226Ra from the 185.7 of 235U, nor can they resolve the 185.7 of 235U due to fullyaged 235U from the 185.7 of recently-processed 235U. Both are critical for determining isotopic ratios of a uranium sample with
gamma spectroscopy.

Figure 3. The results of the analysis for the attenuation group of the uranium sample.
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scale example, where fully-aged equilibrium clearly
cannot be justified for nuclides with very long half lives
compared to the age of the sample, VRF provides decay
chain segments in which the terminal nuclide of the
decay chain segment has a half-life much greater than
the half-lives of the other decay daughters of the parent.
The use of decay chain segments is valid if the age of
the sample is much greater than the longest half-life of
the decay daughters of the parent nuclide of the chain
segment, not counting the terminal nuclide.
For example, for processed uranium the 238U decay
chain effectively stops at 234U, which has a half-life of
245,490 years. The decay daughter with the longest halflife after the 238U parent and before the 234U terminal
nuclide is 234Th, which has a half-life of 24.1 days. If the
processed uranium has aged for at least six of the 234Th

half-lives, the 234Th and 234mPa daughters will have
essentially the same activity as the 238U parent. However,
there is no relation between the activity of the 234U
terminal nuclide and the activities of the other members
of the chain segment. For the case of processed uranium,
VRF represents the decay chain segment for 238U as
U238[150d].
For analysis of the pipe scale spectrum, the fullyaged 238U decay chain was broken into four parts:
1. 238U→234Th→234mPa→234U: This chain segment
reaches equilibrium in about 150 days due to the
in-growth of 234Th, which has a half-life of 24.1
days. This chain was evident with high
significance.

Figure 4. The low-energy region of the spectrum of radioactive pipe scale, as fitted with VRF. Note the deconvolution of the many
collided peaks from different emitters in the 92-96 keV region that would not be possible with conventional methods that are based
on simple peak-searches.
Table 1. The results from VRF of fitted activities and minimum detectable activities for emitters with low significance. Emitters with
text in square brackets in the Emitter column are parent nuclides of an equilibrium decay chain. The equilibration time of the chain is
shown in square brackets. The equilibration times of the chains are much less than the half-life of the terminal member of the chain.
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2.

234

U: No equilibrium could be assumed due to
the long half-life of 245,490 years. It was not
detected with minimum significance due to
having only low-yield, low-energy gammas, so
only its minimum detectable activity (MDA)
could be usefully reported.
3. 230Th: No equilibrium could be assumed due to
the long half-life of 75,386 years. It was not
detected with minimum significance due to
having only low-yield, low-energy gammas, so
only its minimum detectable activity (MDA)
could be usefully reported.
4. 226Ra→222Rn→218Po→214Pb→214Bi→210Po→210
Pb→210Bi→206Po→206Pb: This chain segment
reaches equilibrium in about 23 days due to the
in-growth of 222Rn, which has a half-life of 3.82
days. This chain was evident with very high
significance.
The fully-aged 235U decay chain was broken into
three parts:
1. 235U→231Th→231Pa: This chain segment reaches
equilibrium in about 6 days due to the ingrowth of 231Th, which has a half-life of 1.06
days. This chain was evident with high
significance.
2. 231Pa: No equilibrium could be assumed due to
the long half-life of 32,765 years. This nuclide
was evident, however, with minimal
significance.
3. 227Ac→227Th→223Ra→219Rn→215Po→211Pb→21
1
Bi→207Tl→207Pb: This chain segment reaches
equilibrium in about 110 days due to the ingrowth of 227Th, which has a half-life of 18.68
days. This chain was evident with very high
significance.
The fully-aged 232Th decay chain was broken into
three parts:
1. 232Th: No equilibrium with its 228Ra decay
daughter could be assumed because of the
evident enhancement of radium in the sample
due to an unknown chemical process. It was not
detected with minimum significance due to
having only low-yield, low-energy gammas, so
only its minimum detectable activity (MDA)
could be usefully reported.
2. 228Ra→228Ac→228Th: This chain segment
reaches equilibrium in about 37 hours due to the
in-growth of 228Ac, which has a half-life of 6.15
hours. This chain was evident with very high
significance.
3. 228Th→224Ra→220Rn→216Po→212Pb→212Bi→(21
2
Po or 208Tl)→208Pb: This chain segment
reaches equilibrium in about 22 days due to the
in-growth of 224Ra, which has a half-life of 3.66
days. This chain was evident with very high
significance.
With these ten emitters and the addition of emitters
for positron annihilation, 40K, and Pb x-rays a
satisfactorily low reduced chi-squared of 3.2 was
achieved and no excessive residuals were observed,
indicating completeness of the analysis. Attempts to
achieve a lower chi-squared resulted in what visually

appeared to be possible over-fitting, so the analysis was
considered complete at that point.
Figure 4 shows the fits to the data in a low-energy
region of the spectrum crowded with x-rays and some
gammas. Note the deconvolution of the many collided
peaks from different emitters in the 92-96 keV region
that would not be possible with conventional methods
that are based on simple peak-searches.
Table 1 shows the activities of the fitted emitters and
the MDA of those with low significance. For each decay
chain segment, each member nuclide of the decay chain
segment is reported with the same activity, uncertainty,
and significance as those of the decay chain segment.
With VRF, MDA is calculated in a different but
simple and straightforward manner. The user selects a
significance threshold (in this example, a threshold of
5.0 was used). After analysis, MDA is calculated for
each emitter that had a significance below the threshold
(except for elemental x-ray emitters, thermal neutron
capture emitters, and the positron annihilation emitter).
For each emitter below threshold VRF adds counts from
that emitter’s full-spectrum shape to the original
spectrum until that emitter can be detected at the desired
threshold significance. The resulting activity is the
MDA.

6 Conclusion
A new application that uses non-linear fitting of fullspectrum emitter shapes for nuclear spectral analysis has
been demonstrated and validated. This application has
significant advantages compared to standard peak-search
methods, in particular when the resolution of
overlapping peaks from different emitters is important.
Emitter shapes can be formed from a single nuclide’s
gammas and decay x-rays or from an equilibrium decay
chain of many nuclides. The non-linear fitting process
consists of many automated iterations in which
adjustments are made to the activities of each nuclide or
decay chain, as well as to user-enabled parameters of
energy calibration, attenuation by up to three intervening
or self-absorbing materials, peak width as a function of
energy, full-energy peak efficiency, and coincidence
summing, until no better fit to the data can be obtained.
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